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RESEARCH BRIEFS OF THE OREGON FISH COMMISSION 
~ntroduction 

The food fish resources of Oregon form the basis for one of the major 
resources of the region. As much as  100 millions of pounds are landed annu- 
ally of fish and fishertes products, with a primary wholesale value approach- 
ing forty millions of dollars. 

The responsibility of managing this fishery lies with the Oregon Fish 
Commission. Since the responsibility of the Commission is to  perpetuate 
the fisheries of the state a t  high levels of abundance, and since they are 
dependant upon the legislative representation of the people for funds to 
carry out the  purpose of the  law, i t  is important tha t  the  fishermen, indus- 
try, and people a s  a whole realize the problems and understand the  conserva- 
tion measures being taken. 

Fish Commission Administration 
The Fish Commission is composed of three members appointed by the 

governor for four-year terms. These Commissioners appoint an executive 
head, by title known a s  the Master Fish Warden, who is directly responsible 
to the Commission for the administration of all laws applicable to commer- 
cial fishing and commercial fisheries. 

The entire personnel and all the activities of the  Commission are under 
the direct supervision of the Master Fish Warden. There are four major 
divisions within the Commission; the  office and administrative division, 
which includes a section of licenses and audit, and is under the direct super- 
vision of the Assistant Master Fish Warden; the Division of Hatcheries 
under the  supervision of the Director of Fish Culture; the Division of 
Research which is under the direction of the  Director of Research ; and the 
Division of Fisheries Engineering under the  direction of the Chief Engi- 
neer. These various divisions operate integrated portions of a coordinated 
program through which can be effectuated maximum efficiency of adminis- 
tration and operation necessary and desirable to insure an effective and 
sound fisheries management program. 

Objects of this Publication 
It has been recognized for some time t h a t  a governmental organization 

delegated the responsibility of conserving and managing for the  best public 
interests a resource of the magnitude and importance of the  fisheries, must 

/ keep the interested public informed by reporting from time to  time of i ts  
progress, accomplishments, and activities. Letters and personal calls are 

i continuously being directed to this office by interested citizens wishing to 
I acquire information about specific fisheries problems throughout the state 
/ and information on what the Commission is doing to alleviate such inimical 
I conditions a s  might be adversely affecting these fisheries. It has been 
: apparent that  some better means must be provided to more clearly and 

specifically inform the  public, students, fishermen, industry, and recrea- 
tional enthusiasts of the activities of the Commission and the status of 
the important fisheries of this region. 

Many phases of the science of fisheries management are based on highly 
technical studies by competent specialized personnel. The ultimate accom- 
plishment of these studies and researches lead to  recommendations to  the 
Commission for promulgating regulations, or legislation to be introduced 
into the State Legislature, to  correct adverse conditions and insure the 
conservation of the species. 

Most of our fisheries resources in inland waters and immediately adja- 



cent to our coast have been and are being utilized to the fullest extent a t  
the present time; many have not been able to withstand the increasing 
demand and have declined a s  a result. Increased population; increased 
interest in fishing and fisheries ; and increased usage of the fresh and salt- 
water environment of the fisheries have in an  additive manner combined to 
reduce the  resources below the point where the maximum annual harvest 
can be attained. 

When fisheries reach this point-based on scientific knowledge-then 
sometimes rather drastic restrictive measures must be levied against the 
harvest in order to reb~lild the resource, and allow the population to regain 
i ts  former productive capacity. Therefore, an added responsibility of the 
Commission is to explain to the affected groups the whys and wherefores of 
the regulations and conservation measures necessary to maintain into 
perpetuity the natural resources of the State. 

That is one objective of this publication; to present-as the facts and 
data are being collected-the information upon which recommendations 
for regulations are to be based. 

The fisheries industries of the Pacific Coast are a t  an  important cross- 
roads. Inland and shore fisheries must be placed on an immediate sustained- 
yield management program. Gone are  the days of intensive exploitation and 
extensive expansion of the salmon, bottom fish, shellfish, halibut, and many 
other fisheries in inland and off-shore waters. In their places must come an 
orderly, well-regulated harvest of the annual net growth of the resource. 
In some cases-as in certain of the important salmon fisheries-the road 
is an  uphill grade. Severe restrictive measures must be enacted tempo- 
rarily; larger sums of money must be diverted in the next few years for 
the correction and repair of the damage done in the past to the habitat 
caused by the past fifty years of poorly planned water-use programs. Con- 
stant  care and watchfullness must be maintained in order to insure proper 
planning and protection where the increasing multiple uses of water 
threaten the fisheries resources. 

Along with this cautious, careful program of management of our 
local fisheries resources there must be an effort made to explore and utilize 
the vast unknown pelagic fisheries which lie beyond our present concepts of 
fishing areas. A more complete knowledge of this potential food-producing 
frontier must be obtained. 

Further and more complete coordination between all fisheries agencies 
towards ultimate cooperative regulations on a "resource wide" basis must 
become the goal. 

Summary 
It is our express intention to provide the interested groups within the 

fisheries industry and without with the  results of our research studies and 
of the progress of our other activities a s  they are  being carried out. Our 
progress and programs in the various fields of endeavor will be reported in 
this small publication a s  they occur in order that  the program and recom- 
mended regulations of the Commission will be understood by those who will 
and might be affected. 

The Briefs will be published three or four times each year. All articles 
will be short and will briefly outline certain phases of endeavor in the fish- 
eries field. 

Suggestions and constructive criticisms will be appreciated. 
Arnie J. Suomela 
Master Fish Warden 
Fish Commission of Oregon 



THE BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH PROGRAM 

The research division of the Fish Commission is now actively engaged in 
five major research projects in Oregon. These were chosen after  prelim- 
inary study during the past year to determine the fisheries of greatest 
importance in need of conservation measures. 

Of all the fisheries of Oregon, the salmon resources are by far  the  most 
important and in the greatest need of proper fisheries management. The 
rapid industrialization of the northwest has combined with the greater and 
greater demand for salmon products to cause both a progressive decline in 
the amount of fresh water environment and a condition undoubtedly 
approaching over-fishing. Now with the constant threat on every stream 
of greater utilization and control of water for agriculture, navigation, 
power, and flood control causing a further drastic curtailment of the  suitable 
natural spawning, rearing, and migrating areas for the adult and young 
salmon, i t  is imperative that  an active management program destined to 
balance the harvest of the salmon with the reproduction of the resource 
be developed and put into practice immediately. At  the same time i t  will 
be necessary to improve and make available areas for the natural spawning 
or, where required, provide for improved methods of artificial spawning 
of the species. 

The Coastal Salmon Studies 
Management studies on all the coastal salmon rivers south of the  Colum- 

bia are being carried on under the direction of Mr. John T. Gharrett. 
There are about twenty rivers in this group, and many additional good- 

sized salmon producing streams, all of which harbor important salmon popu- 
lations. Many of these rivers contribute directly to  the commercial fisheries 
carried on in the mouths of the streams ; all contribute vitally to the  impor- 
tant  ocean troll fishing off the Pacific Coast. Likewise all contain rapidly 
expanding and important recreational fisheries for salmon and steelhead. 
The annual harvest of salmon from these streams amounts to many millions 
of pounds annually a t  the present time, and undoubtedly the  yield could be 
substantially increased with the proper management program. 

The objectives of the present program are  to determine the levels of 
abundance of the salmon in these rivers and to  recommend, where neces- 
sary, conservation measures to increase the runs to  obtain the maximum 
sustained production. In order to inaugurate a management program there 
are several things which must be known; 1) the trend of abundance of the  
remaining salmon and the extent of the decline from early years; 2) the  
nature and quantity of the spawning and rearing areas remaining avail- 
able, and the physical changes which have taken place in past years affect- 
ing these areas; 3) the extent of the commercial and recreational fisheries, 
and how each has influenced the decline of the salmon ; 4) the  effect of other 
factors such as  predators, changes in the characteristics of the water-shed, 
and adverse fluctuations in the weather; and 5) the life history and habits 
of the salmon of these river systems. 

When sufficient information has been collected on the above mentioned 
factors, measures must be recommended to correct the  conditions adversely 
affecting the fish and, thus, arrest the decline. These recommendations may 
take the form of building fishways over barriers; removing natural barriers 
and log jams, controlling the discharge of toxic or undesirable pollutants 
into the water, restocking barren streams with hatchery-reared fingerlings, 
and curtailing the amount of fishing to allow an increased escapement to 
the spawning grounds. 



This program on the coastal rivers has been underway for about two 
years, and substantial progress has been made to date. A recommended plan 
of management was submitted to the legislature for the Umpqua River 
fisheries in 1947 (report and studies on a cooperative basis with the Oregon 
Game Commission). 

Preliminary recommendations for stream improvement ; hatchery plant- - 
ings, and changes in commercial and sports fishery regulations have just 
been put into effect on practically all of the Oregon coastal rivers. The 
studies on these rivers are continuing 

At the present writing the studies are concentrated on the Nehalem 
River, Tillamook Bay streams, Nestucca, and Alsea Rivers. Certain parts 
of the studies are  continuing on the  Umpqua River. The headquarters for 
this research project is located a t  Bay City on Tillamook Bay. 

The Columbia River Fisheries Studies 
The Columbia River has maintained the most important commercial 

fisheries in the northwest since 1860. The actual value of this great indus- 
t r y  has been variously estimated by many people, but probably exceeds 
$21,000,000 annually, including the ocean troll fishery and the sports fishery 
as  well a s  the large river commercial fishery. With the increased industrial 
and agricultural expansion eliminating large sections of the river for use 
by the salmon coupled with a greater and greater market demand for fish- 
eries products, i t  has become more difficult to maintain the  large populations 
of salmon and other anadromous fish in the Columbia River. 

The Washington State Department of Fisheries and the Oregon Fish 
Commission have inaugurated a cooperative biological program on the 
salmon resources of the Columbia River and i ts  tributaries. 

The broad objectives of this program are to maintain and increase where 
possible the  stocks of salmon by correcting factors which are causing abnor- 
mal losses of adults and young. Generally, the  program calls for studies on 
the following problems: 1)  The magnitude and effect of the various fish- 
eries utilizing the  stocks of fish migrating up the  Columbia, including the 
ocean troll, the river, and the sports fisheries. 2) The effect of dams and 
other obstructions and diversions on the adult and young passing through 
or being reared in the river. 3) The time and location of the spawning of the 
various species and races of salmon in the Columbia River system. 4) The 
ra te  of migration through the fishery to the spawning area. 5) The maxi- 
mum and most efficient type of hatchery management which will serve as a 
supply of young fish with which to introduce or replant stocks previously 
decimated, as well as acting as  a buffer for unusually severe natural condi- 
tions inimical to the successful natural survival of the young. The culmina- 
tion of successful biological studies will provide the basis for a coordinated 
fisheries management program to obtain the largest possible sustained 
annual yield from the Columbia River fisheries. Mr. Donald R. Johnson is 
in charge of the Columbia River Studies with headquarters a t  Clackamas, 
Oregon. 

Fisheries Problems Involved in the Multiple Water-Use Projects 
Throughout the west are tremendous government-sponsored programs 

to more completely utilize the waterways for multiple use. Mose of these 
plans, such as  the Willamette Valley Projects, contemplate high multiple b 
purpose dams across the major rivers. Many of these structures will be of 
such a height as  to be impassable to  salmon and other anadromous fishes. 
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In some cases the runs thus blocked support commercial and sports fisheries 
valued a t  many millions of dollars annually. 

The present program includes studies of each water development plan 
submitted by the sponsoring agency and the determination of the effect of 
this project on the fish runs. Field studies of the  runs affected are  carried 
out immediately and a plan of remedial action is recommended which will 
have the greatest chance of perpetuating the runs of fish. 

Two major projects are  now under study in Oregon. The Willamette 
River Project contemplates about nineteen major dams on the tributaries 
of the  Willamette and all major salmon producing areas will be vitally 
affected. In the case of the  Meridian Dam on the Middle Fork Willamette 
and the three dams on the South Santiam, the entire runs into these tribu- 
taries will be completely blocked. The only alternative is to  propagate the  
entire runs in large hatcheries. 

The Columbia River Development entails a series of dams all along the 
Columbia and Snake Rivers. These dams will form a series of slack-water 
pools for navigation and will destroy the normal Aow characteristics of the  
Columbia River throughout these areas. Since these clams are to be about 
one-hundred feet in height, ladders and other fish passage facilities will be 
provided. Studies are being carried on to discover new and better means to 
pass the adult fish over the  dam and the  young back down. However, since 
i t  is a well-established fact that  some loss to adults a s  well a s  young occurs 
a t  Bonneville Dam, the higher dams further up the river will in all prob- 
ability cause a greater cumulative loss until i t  is doubtful whether the runs 
can be maintained naturally when all the  dams are completed, Here again, 
the only plan feasible a t  the present time appears to be hatcheries. The 
problems involved in trapping several h-uiidred thousand adult salmon each 
year and properly rearing the young are so great a s  to preclude optimism. 
Probably the upriver runs of salmon will be destroyed if the presently 
planned program of the U. S. Army Engineers is completed. 

Shellfish Studies 
THE CRAB FTSIIERY 

There are four major shellfish fisheries in Oregon. The crab fishery is 
one of the most important fisheries of the State, annually yielding in excess 
of six millions of pounds. The Dungeness crab catches in recent years have 
growl1 tremendously and there is considerable evidence that  the increased 
demand has resulted in lowering the population below the maximum sus- 
tained yield level. 

The crabs off the Pacific Coast of North America are abundant all along 
the coast on the shelf of shallow water from the surf to about the one- 
hundred fathom mark, "the contiiieiital shelf". I t  is known that  the  crabs 
migrate considerable distance, and portions of the populations in the three 
states probably are  fished by fishermen of one of the other states. Thus, 
the crabs are most certainly of mutual concern to all three states, and con- 
sequently this fishery will be studied under the cooperative terms of the 
Pacific Marine Fisheries Commission. 

The recreational value of crabs is increasing rapidly, and in every bay 
along the Oregon Coast, more and more people fish crabs for personal use. 
There are three main commercial crab-landing ports in Oregon, Astoria, 
Newport, and Coos Bay. However, both commercial and recreational fishing 
occurs in most of the bays and inlets all along the coast of Oregon. 

At  the present time there are no effective restrictions on the crab fishery 
off the Oregon Coast, either size regulations or season. The aspects of the 
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crab studies may be considered in several categories a s  follows: 1) One of 
the  most important problems in the study of this fishery will be to  ascertain 
whether there is one or more large intermingling Bopulation of crabs 
extending along the Pacific Coast, or whether the crabs belong to  local 
stocks and are fished a s  a unit by the fleets of boats from the various ports. 
2) The recreational fishing for crabs may utilize most of the available crabs 
within the  bays. If there is not a free interchange of the individuals from 
the open coast to deep water and into the  bays, a s  well as along the coast, 
each area and bay will have to be studied and regulated as  a separate unit 
or population. 3) Since only the male crabs are  taken by the commercial 
fishery (the females rarely reach a marketable size), i t  is important to  
determine whether, with the present expanded fishery, enough mature 
males remain to  insure the adequate propagation of young. 4) Large and 
severe fluctuations are known to occur in the abundance and availability 
of crabs and the  fishery cannot be properly regulated without determining 
what factors cause these fluctuations. If the production of young varies, 
due to natural oceanic conditions, the success of the seasons to come may be 
predicted, providing adequate ltnowledge and measurements can be ob- 
tained. 5) Since the crabs grow by molting or shedding their shell, and 
during the time just prior to  and after shedding the meat is watery and 
poor, i t  is to the best interests of the resource that  the crabs be protected 
during the  molting season. 6) The age, growth, and mortality of the crabs 
must be known to determine the proper time to harvest the crabs in order 
to obtain the maximum net growth of the population during the shortest 
possible time. 

Cooperative studies with the State of Washington are now under way; 
several thousand crabs are being tagged from about Tillamook Bay north 
to  Willapa Bay and in the mouths of some of the intervening bays. 

Information on the above factors should lead to the formulation of 
recommendations for a management program to preserve and maintain the 
crab stocks a t  their highest sustained yield level of abundance in Oregon 
and all along the Pacific Coast. At the present time a shellfish laboratory is 
located a t  Newport, Oregon; the studies are under the direction of Mr. 
Roger Tollefson. 

RAZOR CLAl4S 
It is a well-substantiated fact that  the razor clam beds on the Oregon 

Coast are producing only a minor fraction of their former yield. There is 
no closed season on the  commercial digging for clams, and both th.e sports 
and commercial fisheries for razor clams are intensive throughout the year. 

Studies are being started to determine by the use of the past commercial 
records where and how large the populations once were; how much they 
have declined; and if the fishery appeys  to be primarily responsible for 
the observed decline. 

BAY CLAMS 
Oregon, because of its numerous bays and inlets, is favored by having a 

rather abundant supply of several species of bay clams. 
There is a substantial commercial and home-use fishwy for the gaper, 

horseneck, or blue-neck clam, Schizoihaerus nuttallii. Practically no restrictive 
regulations controlling the take exist, and there is evidence in many bays 
tha t  the production is not being maintained a t  the present time. 

The cockle, Cardiurn corbis, is dug heavily for human consumption and 
for crab bait. There is little known concerning the trend of abundance or 
biology of these stocks of clams. 



There are also fisheries on the western soft-shelled or mud clam, Mya 
a~.enaria; the butter clam, Saxidomus giganteus; several species of rock-boring 
clams; and certain other species to  a lesser extent. 

Conservation programs will be inaugurated ultimately based on bio- 
logical data gathered from studies on these species. 

THE OYSTER INDUSTRY 
The oyster industry in Oregon is one of the oldest fisheries industries 

of the State. In the early days of the territory sailing vessels loaded large 
cargoes of the small native oyster for sale and trade. The heavy exploitation 
of these oysters found on natural reefs in Yaquina Bay and elsewhere, 
caused a steady and devastating decline in the stocks until today there is 
practically no industry and the native oysters are a t  a very low level of 
abundance. Only by very prompt action and by the use of the newest 
methods of oyster cultivation can the native oyster industry in Oregon be 
saved from extinction. At  the present time only one man is harvesting 
oysters from the natural reefs and no one is making an effort to work the  
beds or "catch" young seed oysters to replenish the supply. The natural 
shell on the beds is for the most part too dirty to effectively act a s  clean 
strata for the young to attach*. 

The Pacific oyster industry in Oregon on the other hand is expanding 
rapidly. These oysters are  now grown mainly in Tillamook and Coos Bays. 
During the past year approximately 10,000 cases of seed oysters were 
brought into Oregon and several thousand cases more have just been landed 
in Oregon ports. 

Research will be directed towards: 1 )  Assisting the industry in estab- 
lishing new oyster growing localities as well as developing this new 
resource. 2) Study of outbreaks of disease or pestilence to prevent any 
serious damage to  the industry. 3) A survey of the existing plantings of 
oysters to determine whether the dread Japanese oyster drill has become 
established in Oregon. 4) General problems of the industry with the  
objective of encouraging the maximum utilization of the valuable oyster 
growing tide lands. 

Marine Fishery Research 

TROLL SALMON STUDIES 
Management studies on salmon, which ultimately lead towards the 

regulated harvest of the resource, are only effective when all phases of the 
fishery are equitably controlled. Therefore, i t  is useless to assume that  
researches on the fresh water life of the salmon can lead to  a conservation 
program unless the ocean fishery, a major factor in the total catch of 
salmon, is also controlled. 

With this in mind the research division has undertaken a program of 
study of the ocean troll salmon fishery. During the past few years, because 
of the increasing demand for all salmon products, the  ocean troll fleet has 
tended to land larger and larger numbers of silver and chinook salmon 
months and even years before maturity. 

The general objectives of this study are to determine: 1) both the 
extent of the migration and the  intensity of the fishing in the various 
fishing localities in the ocean; 2) the age and rate of growth of silver and 
chinook salmon in the sea;  3) a t  what size and age the fish become profit- 

*Valuable studies a re  being carried on a t  the present time by R. E. Dimick, Oregon State  
College, on the reproduction of the native oysters. 
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able for market and economical to  harvest; 4) how extensive and a t  what 
times the  unprofitable and damaging fishing on the immature salmon takes 
place ; 5)  and from the above data recommended regulatory measures which 
will alleviate this waste and provide for the maximum utilization of the 
resource. 

It is believed that  the ocean salmon troll fishery will come under coop- 
erative discussion and study all along the  coast through the Pacific Coast 
Marine Fisheries Compact. Ultimately the conservation of the fisheries 
being exploited by several relatively separate fisheries must be based on 
coast-wide management with coordinated regulations benefiting the Pacific 
Coast salmon resources as a whole. 

With the program on salmon embracing all phases of the  life history 
of the salmon and all known factors affecting the welfare and survival of 
the  resource, a management program can be evolved which will insure the 
maximum sustained yield under conditions of increasing utilization of our 
inland waters for multiple purposes. 

TUNA STUDIES 

The tuna fishery in the northwest has fluctuated widely since its incep- 
tion in 1936. The industry has invested large amounts of capital and with 
the  high degree of fluctuation in catch is unable to form a stabilized fishery. 

While i t  is realized that  the tuna populations probably migrate over 
large expanses of the Pacific Ocean and ultimately studies will be necessary 
on an ocean-wide scale, an attempt is being made to determine, through 
studies of the Oregon fishery and landings, the causes of the  violent fluc- 
tuations which vitally affect the industry. In addition the data gathered on 
the  northern fishery will be a valuable aid in interpreting the  life history, 
migrations, and growth of the albacore populations of the Pacific Ocean 
when in the near future studies on all phases of the problem commence. 

THE PILCHARD FISHERY 

The pilchard fishery in Oregon has never been a major fishery within 
the  State, but in past years greater poundages of these fish have been landed 
than of any other single species. 

Since i t  has been proved that  the pilchard migrate up and down the 
Pacific Coast on feeding and spawning migrations, the fishery is truly one 
of concern to all Pacific Coast States and Canada. For a number of years 
Oregon has been a member of, and has contributed information to, an 
informal cooperative program among California, Oregon, Washingtoil, 
British Columbia, and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

In the past few years the northern fishery has not yiel&ed consistently 
high catches of pilchards, and now for the third consecutive year California 
catches have been very low. Considerable concern has been felt by some 
groups regarding the disappearance of the pilchards. Two possible causes 
appear; 1)  the habits and appearance of the pilchard may have changed 
due to changing food or oceanographical conditions; and 2) the pilchard 
may be less abundant. If the latter is found to be the cause of the reduction 
in catch, i t  may be necessary to impose restrictions on the harvest of the 
resource. The northern States and British Columbia are vitally concerned 
since the northern pilchard fisheries land the older ages of fish which will in 
general be reduced and even eliminated first if the fishery is in a serious 
state of decline. 



THE OTTER TRAWL FISHERY 
The great bottom trawl fishery has become an important factor in the  

catch on the Pacific Coast. This fishery, which has developed since 1930 
in Oregon, now lands in excess of 22 millions of pounds of flounders and 
other bottom dwelling species each year. 

There are many species of fish landed by these boats. Of major impor- 
tance are  the petrale, English, and dover soles. Also the flounder, about 
five species of rock fish, dog fish, shark, ling cod, grey cod, black cod, and 
several other species of relative unimportance are  landed. 

The catch of some of the more important species has declined, and many 
questions concerning the condition of these stocks of fish must be answered 
in the very near future. It is imperative that  this fishery be studied; follow- 
ing are a few of the factors which must be evaluated before a management 
program can be inaugurated: 1) The abundance of the various species. 
2) The reasons for changes in the composition of the landings. 3) The 
growth, life history, and migration. 4) The effect of the bottom fishery on 
other fisheries. 5 )  The effect of the gear on the  size of the fish caught. 

Investigations are underway in Oregon on the above program, and it is 
hoped tha t  these studies may be coordinated with those of the adjoining 
states to insure the success of a management program throughout the range 
of the otter trawl fishery. 

Hatchery Biological Program 
Studies are being made of the efficiency of present hatchery methods in 

order to  increase the quantity and quality of hatchery-reared fish. 
Regular examination of fish in each hatchery is contemplated in order 

to study disease and dietary problems. Experiments have been planned and 
are underway to  determine : 1) the survival of hatchery-reared fingerling 
salmon ; 2) the efficiency and cost of production per pound of adult salmon ; 
and 3) other phases of the life history and migration of the salmon in fresh 
water and the sea. These studies are partialIy complete using silver salmon ; 
the same program is underway with spring and fall chinook. 

Other Fisheries 
There are other fisheries to be studied, and data on these are being 

gathered incidental to major projects. The shad fishery lands in excess of 
three million pounds of shad each year. Mr. Gharrett has been gathering 
data on this species in connection with his other studies. 

The striped bass have become abundant enough to support sport and 
commercial fisheries in three areas along the Oregon Coast; a t  the mouth 
of the Coquille and Umpqua Rivers, and in Coos Bay. Studies have been 
made by Messrs. Gharrett and Johnson to  determine the food habit of these 
carnivorous fish to ascertain whether the striped bass is a serious predator 
on young salmon. 

The sturgeon of the Oregon rivers have been seriously reduced in 
abundance; data regarding migration, age, growth, and size a t  maturity of 
these fish are being gathered in conjunction with other studies. 

Information is also being collected concerning the smelt populations on 
the Oregon Coast and Columbia River. 

Summary 
The research program discussed above will take years to complete. 

After conservation programs are effectively applied, studies of the  con- 
tinuing changes in the resources will be necessary. The inauguration of 



corrective programs, however, need not await the completion of the  entire 
programs of research. As data conclusively show factors affecting the wel- 
fare of the fisheries, corrective measures must be immediately applied. 
Therefore, conservation programs develop and expand ; the fisheries become 
managed parallel to studies under way. 

The most important fisheries in the greatest need of conservation are 
being given preference in the immediate program. Although i t  is obvious 
that  all fisheries and fishing problems cannot be studied with equal vigor, 
all fisheries in serious condition are being studied, and recommendations 
for the conservation of these species are  being formulated a s  rapidly as the  
necessary knowledge is accumulated. 

Donald L. McKernan 
Director of Research 
Fish Commission of Oregon 

Studies of the Salmon on the Spawning Grounds 

Numerous salmon spawning ground surveys were carried on in 1947 on 
many Oregon Rivers; however, due to lack of personnel, the  chief accom- 
plishment was locating the approximate areas of intense spawning, and 
obtaining data as to the general magnitude of the spawning. 

The major rivers surveyed were the Columbia, Willamette, and Snake, 
and on the Oregon Coast the Nehalem, Tillamook Bay, Nestucca, and Alsea 
Rivers. 

Surveys are constantly being conducted and a t  the present time mem- 
bers of the staff are making periodic checks for downstream migrants. 

Albacore Have Higher Temperatures Than Surrounding Water 

While accompanying the  crew of the  tuna boat "Western Sun" on a 
fishing cruise in August 1947, George Harry, biologist stationed a t  Astoria, 
found that  the body temperature of albacore off the Oregon Coast was about 
20" higher than tha t  of the surrounding water. Although fish are generally 
regarded as cold blooded animals, i t  has long been known tha t  some species 
border on being warm blooded. 

Mr. Harry checked nine fish by simply inserting a pocket thermometer 
through an  incision and into the viscera immediately after the fish were 
landed. The albacore temperatures ranged from 80 to 86 degrees whereas 
the water remained a t  63". The albacore were found to be feeding largely 
on anchovies. \- 

Crab Tagging Off the Oregon Coast 

Several hundred ocean crabs have been tagged with the regular button- 
type tags off the Oregon Coast during the past three months. Many have 
been recovered in both Oregon and Washington waters. So fa r  i t  appears 
that  there has been a spring migration northward. Crabs tagged off the 
Columbia River have been captured by the Washington fishery as  fa r  north 
a s  Copalis Beach. 



THE WINTER STEELHEAD RUN OF THE UMPQUA RIVER 
1946-1947 . 

Introduction 

In the fall of 1946 a cooperative investigation, encompassing all of the  
runs of fishes into the Umpqua River was inaugurated by the Fish Commis- 
sion of Oregon and the Oregon Game Commission. This study was under- 
taken in order to  determine the condition of each run and to  determine what 
steps are necessary to obtain a maximum sustained yield of each species. 
The results of the study of the 1946-47 winter steelhead run are presented 
in this report. 

The Umpqua River supports both a summer and a winter run of steel- 
head trout. For the purpose of this analysis October 1 has been somewhat 
arbitrarily selected as  the end of the summer run and the beginning of the 
winter run. There is an apparent overlapping during the latter part of 
September and possibly the  first part of October but, during tha t  period, 
i t  is difficult to  make exact distinction between the two races. However, 
the numbers of steelhead present in the  river below the spawning grounds 
a t  tha t  time are  so few tha t  any error resulting from the use of October 1 
for the  division of the two runs is negligible. 

Commercial Catch 

Starting in 1937, the date for that  termination of the river gillnet fish- 
ery was set back to  November 15 from December 5. This eliminated for all 
practical purposes the commercial fishery which had previously existed for 
winter steelhead. Since that  time the  commercial steelhead catch has 
consisted only of those fish caught incidentally in the silver salmon fishery. 
Table 1 shows the magnitude of the catch for 1937 and succeeding years. 
These catches include fish from the Umpqua River and from Smith River, 
a large tributary of the estuary of the Umpqua. 

TABLE 1 
COMMERCIAL STEELHEAD CATCH IN POUNDS 

Year October November Total 
1937 ........................ - 28 28 
1938 ........................ 1432 14464 15896 
1939 ........................ 128 774 912 
1940 ........................ 208 8891 9099 

*Preliminary compilation 

In 1941, according to the  commercial fishermen, no winter steelhead had 
appeared in the river up to November 15 when the commercial season 
closed. 

The size of these catches is governed to some extent by the number of 
boats engaged in the silver salmon gillnet fishery each year. There were 
more boats fishing in 1938 than in any of the other years from 1937 through 
1946. In Table 2 are  shown the calculated catches which would have been 
caught had there been as  many boats fishing each year as fished in 1938. 



TABLE 2 

CALCULATED CATCH ON BASIS OF EQUAL FISHING INTENSITY 

Calculated Catch Calculated Catch 
Year In Pounds Year In Pounds 

By using the  calculated commercial catch as  a measure of abundance 
i t  appears that  the 1946-47 run was 1.41 times as  abundant a s  was that  for 
1945-46. However, since the commercial fishery operates only on the early 
part  of the  runs, the seasonal appearance of the steelhead may be reflected 
in the landings. 

Winchester Dam Counts 

In 1945 the Oregon Game Commission installed a counting station a t  
the fish ladder over Winchester Dam on the North Umpqua River. This 
dam is about 100 miles from the mouth of the  Umpqua River. The countiiig 
station was put into operation on December 4. From then until the end of 
the 1945-46 steelhead run, a total of 6,128 fish were counted through the 
station. The run ended about May 20 1946. Very high water caused the 
suspension of counting operations for about two weeks during that  period, 
and a few steelhead were observed passing over the dam without having 
been tallied during that  time. b 

The total 1946-47 steelhead run into the North Umpyua was counted and r: 
found to  consist of 11,211 fish. From December 4, 1946, to May 20, 1947, 
10,802 fish crossed the counting board. This is 1.76 times as  many as  was 
tallied during the same period the previous year. 

The passage of some fish over the Winchester Dam a t  the  highwater 
period when counting was discontinued during the 1945-46 run would cause 
this ratio to be higher than that  between the actual sizes of the two runs. 

For these two years, i t  appears that  complete counts a t  the counting 
station would have shown about the same ratio as  tha t  obtained by using 
the adjusted commercial steelhead landings from the Umpqua and Smixh 
Rivers as  measures of the relative abundance of the two runs. 

Sport Catch 
The sport fishery for steelheads in the Umpqua River extends from the 

head of tidewater to the upper reaches of the river. An intensive creel cen- 
sus was undertaken to determine the  sport catch during the 1946-47 winter 
steelhead season. For geographical reasons the river was divided into two 
sections for this census. The town of Elkton, about fifty miles above the 
mouth of the river was selected as  the dividing point. The catch and effort \ 
expended in the sport fishery was estimated as  shown in Table 3. 

TABLE 3 

WINTER STEELHEAD SPORT CATCH 1946-47 

Below Above 
Elkton Elkton Total 

No. of Angler Days ...... 7300 3700 11,000 
No. of Fish ...................... 2900 1200 4,100 
Fish per Angler Day .... 0.40 0.33 .37 
Hour per Fish ................ 16.3 15.5 16.1 



Tagging Operations 

At the time when the 1946-47 run was passing through the lower 
Umpqua River, 55 steelhead were netted, tagged, and released in apparently 
good condition. !These operations were carried on about eight miles above 
the confluence of the Smith and Umpqua Rivers a t  a point which was above 
any commercial fishery but below the entire sport fishery. The colors of the 
tags were changed as  the season progressed. White, red, Green, and blue 
colored tags were used. Of these 55 tagged fish, one (white tag) was caught 
by an angler, one (red tag) was observed below a small falls in a tributary 
where a number of steelhead were congregated, and 15 were observed going 
over the counting weir into the North Umpqua River. Although there was 
some difficulty in distinguishing the colors of the green and blue tags as  the 
fish went over the counting board, apparently fish bearing tags of each 
color used were observed. There was no definite order in the sequence of 
colors of the tags as the fish passed the counting station. This indicates 
that  there may be no segregation of fish in the lower part of the river bound 
for definite spawning areas. 

The ratio of tagged to untagged fish observed a t  the counting station 
was 1 to 747. By applying this ratio to the 55 fish tagged, an estimated 
population of 41,000 fish, passing the tagging location on the lower river, 

, is obtained. The error of this estimate based on this small number of tagged 
fish may be considerable. However, it is felt that  i t  a t  least indicates the 
magnitude of the run. With a known 11,211 fish going up the North Ump- 
qua, it is not improbable from observations made in other tributaries of the  
river that  another 30,000 fish spawned in the three other large tributaries 
(the South Zimpqua, Calapooya Creek, and Elk Creek) and in the innumer- 
able smaller tributaries. 

With a total commercial catch of 1,244 fish and an estimated sport catch 
of 4,100 fish, the escapement of the  1946-47 Umpqua River winter steel- 
head run was approximately 88 percent. Had there been as  many boats gill- 
netting in 1946 as there were in 1938 the  escapement would have been 
reduced to about 85 percent. 

SMITH RIVER 

Smith River, a tributary flowing into the lower Umpqua River near 
Reedsport, supports a large run of winter steelhead. There were no counts 
or estimates made of the size of this population. The incidental commercial 
catch of steelhead from the 1946-47 run in this river was 66 fish. The sport 
fishery which operated from the head of Tidewater to Smith River Falls 
took an estimated 350 fish. 

The biologists, after observing the previous year's run in Smith River, 
had recommefided that  further utilization be made of this steelhead popula- 
tion. Following these recommendations, the Game Commission, in order to 
increase the angling intensity, opened an additional five miles of the river to 
a point just below Smith River Falls to steelhead angling. Also, an egg- 
taking statioiz was established a t  the falls. These falls a t  present are  prac- 
tically an impassible barrier to migrating steelhead. All together 1,210 
fish were handled during the egg-taking operations. Of these, about 315 
were either released above the falls because they were too "green" for 
spawning operations -or escaped from the  live boxes in which they were 
being held below the falls. Many steelhead in addition to the  above 1,210 
were observed congregated below the falls, but the  total number could not 



be estimated. Apparently most of these dropped back downstream and 
went up Buck Creek, a tributary to Smith River about 300 yards below. 
Large numbers of steelhead also entered other tributaries of Smith River 
below the falls such as the North Fork, Wassen Creek and Spencer Creek. 

The catch of the sport and commercial fisheries was only a small portion 
of the total run, and even with the additional removal of fish in the egg- 
taking operations, the escapement of the 1946-47 steelhead run in Smith 
River was apparently very large. 

$ 
Discussion 

The size of the winter steelhead runs, although fluctuating to  a great 
extent in earlier years, appears to be increasing. This increase is especially 
noticeable in the last three years. 

i I 
' The measure of abundance used is only a rough one which may in part 1 

account for the apparent fluctuations. However, i t  no doubt reflects the 
trend in the size of the runs. 

The escapement to the spawning grounds is large. In fact, many tribu- 
taries of the Umpqua and Smith River estuaries support relatively large 
populations of steelheads which are exposed only to  the limited incidental 
commercial fishery and no sport fishery. These populations, and very likely I 
the entire steelhead population of the Umpqua and Smith Rivers, can with- , 
stand a heavier fishing mortality. 

John T. Gharrett a 
Asst. Director Research I g 
Fish Commission of Oregon 

B 

Spring Chinook in Coasta1,Strearns of Oregon 

Although spring chinook normally migrate into the snow-fed streams I 

arising in the Cascades and Rockies, there to  spend the summer in large 
deep pools before spawning, evidence is accumulating that  there were sub- 
stantial natural runs in virtually all of the streams rising in the rain-soaked k 
coast range in earlier years. Vestiges of these runs are known to be still $ 
present in the Nehalem, Wilson, and Alsea Rivers, and they may exist in 
others. A number of these fine fish were actually checked on the spawning 
grounds by Messrs. Gharrett and Hodges in the late summer of 1947. In 
order to protect and build up the runs the Oregon Game Commission and 
Fish Commission have sharply restricted the sport and commercial fish- 
eries. I t  is hoped that  the runs can be built up to the point where they can ) 
support a perpetual fishery. 

Large Chinooks Found in Nestucca River 

A few fish from what appears to be one of the largest races of chinook 
salmon found in Oregon have been examined on Nestucca River spawning 
grounds by biologists of the Coastal Stream Investigations. Eleven spent 
females found along one of the tributaries averaged 38 inches and six males 
averaged 43 inches length (from tip of nose to  fork-of tall). The weights 
were not checked, but they would probably average about thirty pounds 
which is roughly twice as  heavy as  Willamette River spring Chinooks. 



VITAMIN A CONTENT OF HAKE LIVERS AND VISCERA1 

The war'virtually stopped all vitamin A and D imports from Europe and 
in order to meet the demand for vitamin A in pharmaceuticals and for the  
fortification of foods, research was undertaken to uncover new sources of 
vitamin A. Ultimately i t  was discovered tha t  soupfin and dogfish shark - livers were rich in vitamin A and a new fishery was born on the West Coast. 
Some years ago the Seafoods Laboratory in Astoria, Oregon started a pro- 
gram to ascertain the vitamin A content of livers and viscera of fish com- 
mon to the Oregon coast. In  addition to soupfin, dogfish and other sharks, 
other species such as lingcod, rockfish, flatfish, eel, sablefish and tuna now 
contribute to our vitamin A supplies. With the increasing needs and uses 
of vitamin A, new sources of this vitamin are important in maintaining our 
future supply. 

Pacific Hake (Merluccius productus) are present in considerable numbers 
off the Oregon coast and large schools have been reported near the mouth 
of Columbia River. During the 1946 season, fishermen became interested - in the vitamin A value of these fish and samples were brought to the  Sea- 
foods Laboratory for analyses. 

The vitamin A analyses were performed according to  the  procedure 
adopted by the Vitamin Oil Producers' Institute and the vitamin determi- 
nations were carried out on suitable dilutions of the  whole oil in isopropanol 

. using the Beckman spectrophotometer. The commercial conversion factor, 
2000, was used to convert E iC? a t  328 millimicrons to International Units 
per gram of oil. The viscera sample in this report included stomachs, caeca 
and intestines. No livers or sex organs were included in the assay of the 
viscera. 

DATA-HAKE 
Average weight of fish- 1 s  ................. 2.67 
Average weight of liver- lbs ................. 0.16 
Average weight of viscera- lbs ................. 0.074 
Average 70 liver .................................................. 5.98 
Average % viscera ............................................. 2.77 
Average % oil in liver 49.1% range-48.5-50% . . .  % oil In v~scera  .................................................... 3.070 
Average units of vitamin A per gram of 

liver 0 1  ............................---....-................ 7,400 range--5,800-8,800 
Units'of vitamin A per gram of viscera oil--..25,000 
Million units of vitamin A per lb. of liver.-..-. 1.65 
Million units of vitamin A per lb. of viscera 0.340 

The analyses reported here represent over 1,500 pounds of hake livers 
from several separate lots. During 1946, the value of livers in this range 
was in the neighborhood of 23c a pound. One 500-pound lot of hake livers 
tested in 1945 gave results of 17,000 units per gram of oil and 33 per cent 
oil in the liver. This particular lot sold for 40c a pound. The data indicate 
that  hake livers might be expected to  profitably contribute to our vitamin 
A supply. 

Seafoods Laboratory, R. 0. Sinnhuber and D. K. Law 
Oregon Agricultural Experiment Station, Biochemists 
Astoria, Oregon. 

- 1Published as Technical Paper No. 515 with approval of the Director of the Oregon 
" 

Agricultural Experiment Station as  a contribution of the Seafoods Laboratory of the 
Department of Food Technology. 



SIZE OF THE WILLAnTETTE RIVER SPRING CHINOOK SALMON RUN 

1947 

Introduction 

Except for the spring runs, the populations of salmon that  once fre- 
quented the Wiilamette River have largely been eliminated by pollution and 
only the spring chinook salmon and steelhead trout now exist in substantial 
numbers. Of the two species the spring chinook is by fa r  the more impor- 
tant. It contributes to the ocean troll fishery and the Columbia River com- 
mercial fishery (to a small extent) and maintains the large Willamette 
sport fishery. In the last decade the numbers of this fine fish have dimin- 
ished rapidly, and so the Oregon Fish Commission, which is responsible for 
the conservation of the salmon resources in Oregon, has initiated a study 
program designed to expose the  causes of the decline with the purpose of 
improving conditions and increasing the runs. Ascertaining the size of the 
run is a part  of that  program. 

Until 1946 the escapement of migrating salmon into the  upper Willain- 
ette River was unknown. Counting of fish moving through the fishway a t  
Oregon City Falls was possible, however, and so in that  year the first of 
such counts was made. All of the spring chinook salmon escaping into the 
Willamette's tributaries pass over Oregon City Falls except a small number 
that  enter the Clackamas River, a lower tributary. Consequently the 
escapement over the falls is of great importance. 

Oregon City Falls has always been a partial barrier to migrating salmon 
and is situated about twenty miles above the mouth of the Willamette 
River. With the industrial development of the Willamette Valley, paper 
mills were erected a t  the Falls and the level of the water above the falls was 
raised several feet to provide additional power. Consequently a fishway 
became necessary, and one was constructed some years ago. 

Procedure 

Counting of migrating salmon was continued in 1947. Men were hired to 
count fish from 7:00 A.M., to 8:00 P.M., of each day. At the end of each 
twenty-five minute period, enumeration was suspended for five minutes in 
order for the checkers to rest their eyes and record the count. (Corrections 
for this gap in count were made by assuming the same rate of migration 
as for the previous counting period). Polaroid glasses were provided to 
increase accuracy, and small houses were erected to shelter the counters. 
The fish were counted as  they passed from one pool to the one above. 

Some chinooks apparently migrate over the falls before the river level 
drops enough to count fish. Consequently i t  has been necessary to partially 
estimate the total numbers of salmon moving over the ladder early in the 
season. 

In 1947 chinooks were first seen and counted by means of a field glass on 
April 14, and i t  is thought that  the run began shortly before that  time 
(Fig. 1 ) .  The run until April 24 is estimated on the  basis of observations 
from vantage points on shore. Subsequently the fishway could be reached 
and direct counts were begun. Spot counts lasting from 15 minutes to two 
hours were made until May 3 when sustained counts from noon to 8 :00 P.M., 
were initiated. Five days later, morning counts were added. Day-long 
observations were continued until June 9 when high water interrupted 
operations. Some fish were seen on June 16, but none after that  time. 
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Correction Factors 
Inasmuch as the escapement over Oregon City Falls is not based on 

complete counts of the entire run, it was necessary to establish bases for 
estimates. For that reason the rate of migration through the day (ex- 
pressed as  percentage of the 24 hour movement) was plotted (Fig. 2). The 
movement of fish was generally good in the early morning and poor about 
noon. In the afternoon the rate of migration increased sharply until the 
day's peak was reached about 4:00 P.M. Subsequently the rate of move- 
ment decreased rapidly. Estimates were based on the bulk of the daily 
counts made. 

I 
- 

- - - - - - - Est~mated 

Counted (~ncludlng some calculated migrations) - 
Figure 1. Migration of 
Spring Chinook Salmon 



Actual computations involved two steps when "spot" counts were made. 
These counts were first converted to an estimate of the migration during 
the regular counting hours (based on the day-long counts in May). Then 
the movement of fish during the night was estimated. 

8 

The night migration was particularly important, and, therefore, night- ; 
long counts were made on four different occasions. These revealed tha t  
following the afternoon peak the  rate of migration fell off rather rapidly i 

to  a low level lasting throughout most of the night. It was likewise found 
tha t  the  magnitude of the migrations bore a fairly constant relationship 
to those of the previous afternoon. Furthermore the fish ladder was nor- 
mally almost devoid of fish a t  dawn, indicating that  the fish present the pre- 
vious evening had provided the bulk of the night movement and few fish 
had entered the fishway during the hours of darkness. Consequently, 
night counts and those of the previous afternoon (12 :00-8 :00 P.M.) were 
related on a percentage basis. (Table 1). 

Table 1. Counts of Migrating Chinook a t  Oregon City Falls 
Related by Periods in Order to  Derive Correction 
Factor fo r  Night Migration, 1947. 

Time May 8-9 May 11-12 May 15-16 May 26-27 Total Total* 
Noon-8:00 P.M. ...._.. 689 1320 561 265 2835 2274 
8:00 P.M.-7:00 A.M.. 290 606 150 98 1144 994 
Nite divided by 
Noon-8:OO P.M. .....-.. 42.1 45.9 26.7 37.0 40.4 43.7 
(percent) 

*May 15-16 not included. 

All of the percentages obtained were similar in magnitude except that  
for May 15-16. Statistical tests showed justification for eliminating the 
counts made that  night; and so those were not used in arriving a t  a correc- 
tion factor. Elimination of the May 15-16 night count resulted in the night 
counts averaging 43.7 per cent of the afternoon counts. This is only slightly 
different from the 40.0 per cent derived from the inclusion of the May 15-16 
data and actually affects the estimated run but slightly. The 43.7 per cent 
correction factor is deemed most nearly correct and has been used to cal- 
culate all night migrations. 

Certain difficulties were encountered which reduced the accuracy of the 
count somewhat. The counters were checked on several occasions by com- 
paring counts with experienced personnel, and i t  appears tha t  the errors 
varied between zero and 15 per cent. In  most cases the differences were 
much less than five per cent and an  error of 3.5 per cent (fish not counted) 
has been assumed. This allowance is approximate, of course. \ 

Results 

The escapement over Oregon City Falls in 1947 was appraximately 
45,000 spring chinook salmon, (Figure 1).  The migration began about 
April 11 and continued through June 16. The peak of the  movement occur- 
red about May 3-4-5, and on May 25. 

Discussion 

A study of the sport fishery in 1947 (unpublished ms. Oregon Fish 
Comm., Oregon Game Comm.) revealed tha t  the  peak catches of chinook 
salmon taken between Portland and Oregon City Falls were made about 



April 13-19, with but few fish taken after  May 10. At  the Falls, however, 
the peak movement was about &lay 4. This may mean that  the salmon were 
delayed two or three weeks in passing the Falls. 

The late peak in migration is also interesting. By late May the flow in 
the Willamette had decreased to such an  extent that  virtually all of the  
water in the river flowed through the mills and power plants. As a result an 
accumulation of salmon was apparent in the water emanating from these 
plants and few fish were finding the fishways. Consequently, on May 25 
the use of water by the mills was suspended for several hours and a very 
heavy movement of salmon resulted on that  and the succeeding day (Fig 
1 ) .  Many of these fish had turned dark in color, and i t  is entirely possible 
that  some of these fish had been delayed a t  the Falls a t  least a month. 

The smaller peaks of migration are also of interest. Examination of 
Figure 1, with regard to May migrations shows tha t  except for May 4, 
which was overshadowed by the previous day, slight peaks of migration 
occurred on all Sundays. Other peaks also occurred, but the general in- 
crease on Sundays possibly means that  the rate of migration is affected by 
slight fluctuations in industrial use of water. 

The migration of 1946 has been variously estimated a t  from 50,000 to  
55,000 spring chinook salmon. Use of correction factors for night migration 
obtained in 1947 indicates a run of about 53,000 fish. This is considerably 
larger than that  of 1947 when the run was about 45,000 fish. 

The sport catch in 1947 was about 12,000 fish and the run to the Clack- 
amas River, which is the only major tributary entering the Willamette 
below Oregon City Falls, may be tentatively estimated a t  2,000 fish. Thus 
about 12,000 of a run of 59,000 salmon or about one in five was taken by 
the sport fishery in the Willamette River below Oregon City Falls during 
the past season. In most areas an escapement of four fish in five is con- 
sidered excellent or even excessive. However, Willamette fish are taken in 
the Columbia River, a t  sea and on the various spawning grounds, and the 
proportion escaping is somewhat less than four fish out of five. Where 
other factors in the rivers, such as  pollution, diversions and artificial and 
natural barriers affect the  survival of adult and young salmon, i t  may be 
necessary for a much larger escapement in order to preserve the runs. 

Steps are being taken to  improve conditions for salmon in the Willamette 
qiver, and i t  is essential to arrest the apparent recent decline in abundance. 
Industrial developments will continue to menace the salmon to a greater or 
less extent for some time. Therefore, although a catch of one fish in five 
(or even one in four) is usually believed to provide more than adequate 
escapement, the catch may actually be excessive on the Willamette River 
a t  the present time. 

Donald R. Johnson 
Aquatic Biologist 
Fish Commission of Oregon 



Salmon Tagging on the Columbia River in 1947 

Columbia River tagging studies got under way during July 1947 with 
tagging carried on a t  Astoria by Oregon Fish Con~mission and Washington 
Department of Fisheries biologists. 

From July 27th through September 8th, a total of 4,889 fish were tag- 
ged, with the majority being Chinooks, silvers and steelhead, with a few 
sturgeon, cutthroat, and shad also tagged. About thirty per cent of the 
tags put out during the tagging operations have been recovered, the major 
portion of the tags being recovered in the  commercial fishery. One steel- 
head was recovered by a sports fisherman almost 600 miles from the point 
of tagging, being recovered from the North Fork of the  Clearwater River 
in Idaho. 

New Tag Being Developed 

Because the tag being used to mark adult salmon entering Oregon rivers 
has been found to catch in the  commercial fishermen's gear, a variation of 
the  so-called "football" tag is being developed by the Troller Tackle Com- 
pany of Tacoma, Washington a t  the request of Oregon Fish Commission 
biologists. The button tag in common use involving a colored disk on either 
side of the  fish with a pin passing through the body has one glaring weak- 
ness in that  gill nets and even dip nets tend to foul the  tag and thus catch 
fish tha t  would otherwise escape. The new tag is composed of a small metal 
tab which dangles behind the dorsal fin and is attached to the fish by means 
of a cord or braided metal wire threaded through the fish just under that  
fin. When properly placed the  tag should be readily seen and should not be 
so apt  to catch in the nets. Several sturgeon were marked with the new tag 
a t  Bonneville Hatchery in March and both the fish and tags were in satis- 
factory condition when last observed. 

Plantings of New Variety of Pacific Oyster in Oregon 

In the spring of 1947 importations of Pacific oyster seed from Japan 
were resumed for the first time since before the war. Major plantings of 
this seed were made in Tillamook Bay and Coos Bay with additional trial 
plantings in various other localities in Oregon. In addition to  the standard 
commercial variety of oyster seed, a trial shipment of a southern variety 
was received from the Kumamoto area. These were claimed to  be a smaller 
oyster of excellent flavor, and i t  is hoped that  they might develop into a 
"cocktail" or "delicacy" type more like the  Yaquina Bay or eastern oyster. 

In August, 1947 these experimental plantings were examined in Tilla- 
mook and Yaquina Bay area. The plantings had apparently survived their 
transplantation, and were thriving. It is too early to tell of the  success of 
the  plantings of the Kumamoto variety. 



Spring Salmon Tagged At Astoria 

The first March-tagged spring chinook salmon in history was marked 
and released near the mouth of the Columbia on March 31, 1948. With 
fisherman Andy Kustura handling the boat and net and four biologists pres- 
ent to help tag the fish and study methods of tagging from gill nets, a low 
slack tide was fished just off the Astoria business district. In spite of 
having a short, shallow net with weak web, Mr. Kustura caught four fish 
of which three were tagged (the fourth one broke the meshes and escaped). 
The fish were tagged in the water while being held alongside the boat after 
which the web was cut and the fish released. A total of over thirty chinooks 
had been tagged by April 7. 

-- 
Tagging is being carried on to ascertain the river of origin, rate of 

migration, and ultimately the actual numbers of fish entering the Columbia 
River throughout the season. The work is being undertaken jointly by the  
Washington State Department of Fisheries and the Oregon Fish Commis- 
sion under the direction of Wendell Smith of Washington and Donald John- 
son of Oregon. 

Although rewards amounting to fifty cents have been paid for recovery 
of each tag in past years, no rewards will be paid for tags in 1948. It is 
hoped that  fishermen will continue to cooperate in returning tags and every 
effort will be made to notify those who return tags as to the  place and date 
of release. 

Tagged Shad Caught After Year At Sea 

Shad tagged on July 2, 1946 were recovered in the Umpqua River shad 
fishery in 1947. These fish had spawned, gone to sea, lived almost a year in 
the ocean and returned to the Umpqua where they were caught. The fisher- 
men could not differentiate fish tagged in 1946 from those tagged in 1947 
so those out a year were not saved for study by the biologists. So fa r  as  is 
ltnown none of the fish tagged in the Umpqua were subsequently found in 
other rivers. 




